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Summer is here, albeit wetter and colder than expected! Nonetheless, we hope
everyone is enjoying the season. The list of speakers for the fall session is taking shape
(see page 1 for details). Our thanks go out to Chris Ellis for all his work in corralling
the guests.
The first speaker night will be in September and our first speaker will be Dr. Robert
Park. He will talk on some aspect of Arctic archaeology.

As always, our meeting will be held at 8 pm at the London Museum of Archaeology,
1600 Attawandaron Road, near the corner of Wonderland & Fanshawe Park Road,
in the northwest part of the city.
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The London Chapter continues to thrive. We have very healthy bank accounts and currently have
over 120 members of which 15 are institutional subscriptions to KEWA, our newsletter. During the
most recent calendar years we have had a yearly attendance of over 225 people for our monthly
meetings/speakers (September to November; January to April) and have averaged over 25 attendees
per meeting. We have even had meetings where attendance has been over 45 people (usually members
night) or standing room only. One reason is that we continue to feature a wide array of interesting
and informative speakers at our meetings. Speakers in 1999-2000, for example included: Dr. Frances
Stewart on the Archaeology of Canada's Maritime Provinces; Peter Bangarth (a PhD student at
McMaster University) on use of satellite imagery to locate archaeological sites in interior Peru; Dr.
John Triggs on the Archaeology of Dundurn Castle and vicinity in Hamilton; Philip Woodley on the
Archaeology of the Fowler Paleo-Indian site near Barrie; Dr. Christine White on Maya diet, and Dr.
Lisa Rankin on the archaeology of Bruce County. For the fall we already have a full slate of
distinguished speakers on a diversity of topics. In September, Dr. Robert Park of the Department of
Anthropology, University of Waterloo will enlighten us about aspects of the archaeology of the
Canadian Arctic. In October, Dr. Michael Stafford, Curator of Anthropology at the Cranbrook
Institute of Science, Bloomfield Hills, Michigan will speak to us about Danish archaeology where he
did his PhD research. In November Dr. Ronald Williamson, Principal of Archaeological Services Inc.
in Toronto, will enlighten us about an Iroquoian Ossuary salvaged in the Toronto area. Keep the
second Thursday evening free for all of those months and remember, there is always free juice and
cookies. If anyone has ideas about potential speakers for future meetings (or is willing to volunteer)
please contact Chris Ellis.
Another reason for our success has been our newsletter, the KEWA. With this issue we will be only
one issue behind our schedule (although, of course, you are reading the March issue!!). Nonetheless,
while the pace of archaeological research in Ontario, and southwestern Ontario in particular, is
proceeding at a scale unheard of in the past, we seem to be having more and more trouble getting
contributions. Your KEWA editors wait like Pavlov's dogs salivating for forthcoming articles but
it is still like pulling teeth in many cases (we extend sincere gratitude to those who have come across
with material in the past two years — often on more than one occasion). We believe there is still a
market for the short data oriented or object lesson articles upon which KEWA thrives and it can be
a place for spirited, enlightening and entertaining debate (a couple of recent past issues immediately
come to mind!!) which is not to be found in most Canadian publishing outlets. Moreover, we can get
articles out quickly or in a short turn-around time and we publish material by professional and nonprofessional alike. It is a lot of work for the editors to produce the KEWA (we even stuff the
envelopes and mail them out each issue; Ellis thanks Dodd for all the free pre-envelope stuffing
dinners -- one of the few benefits of being a KEWA editor he has found!!) and its publication costs
are the primary reason for the relatively high London Chapter membership costs — almost all your
membership fees go to printing and mailing the KEWA which costs us about $200.00+ an issue.
Obviously, a lot of people are willing to pay that price for the KEWA in membership fees and the
editors are willing to put in the work needed - what we need are more people to start submitting
articles. Please feel free to contact either of the editors even if you only have a suggestion for a paper
or someone else whose arm we might twist to wring out some prose. Even a two or three page
contribution is welcomed with "open mailing envelopes."

THE MOURNING DOVE SITE, AfHh-197
Robert J. Pearce and Michael W. Spence

INTRODUCTION
Between May and November 1993 the London Museum of Archaeology undertook a detailed
archaeological assessment of lands owned by Matthews Group Limited (London) in the Hyde Park
area of the City of London (parts of Lots 25 and 26, Concession 3, formerly London Township,
Middlesex County). At that time, Matthews Group was considering development of these lands as
the "Hyde Park Business Centre".
The assessment led to the discovery of a single human burial registered as the Mourning Dove site
(AfHh-197), located on a sandy knoll near the centre of the property. On an adjacent knoll 65 metres
to the northeast, a prehistoric Neutral cabin site was discovered and briefly investigated; it is
registered as the Wild Daisies site (AfHh-198)(London Museum of Archaeology 1993).
This article presents a description of the discovery of the Mourning Dove burial and subsequent
events leading to its excavation. A major portion of the article outlines our efforts to secure all of the
necessary permissions, including permission from Onoyota'a:ka (formerly Oneida Nation of the
Thames), to excavate the burial. This is done since we feel it is important that readers be aware of
the reasons it took six months to obtain these permissions.

DISCOVERY
In the spring of 1992, Mr. Jim Wilson, then an archaeology student at McMaster University, was
walking across a ploughed field in the Hyde Park area and discovered a fragment of a human
mandible lying on the ploughed surface. Mr. Wilson took the mandible to the Department of
Anthropology, University of Western Ontario, where Spence confirmed it was human. Mr. Wilson
then took the mandible to Mr. Neal Ferris, Ministry of Culture and Communications (now Ministry
of Citizenship, Culture and Recreation); they returned to the place where the mandible had been
found and buried the mandible in the soil, marking its location. Mr. Ferris then contacted the
landowner, Matthews Group Limited (London), and reported this discovery. Mr. Ferris was told by
Matthews Group that they intended to develop the property as a residential and commercial
subdivision, and that they would hire an archaeological consultant to complete an archaeological
assessment of the property. Matthews Group sent a professional surveyor to mark the location where
the mandible had been found, with a surveyor's iron bar.
At that time, Matthews Group was still in the initial planning stage for the proposed development of
this property, and they did nothing further until the spring of 1993. The field where the mandible had
been found was left untouched, and became covered in weeds.

In the spring of 1993, Matthews Group Limited retained the London Museum of Archaeology to
complete an archaeological assessment of the proposed development property. On April 22, 1993
Museum personnel met with Mr. Henry Komarek, Manager - Development Services, Matthews
Group to discuss the project, and Mr. Wilson's discovery. Mr. Komarek and Museum personnel
examined the area of the discovery and made arrangements to have the field where the mandible had
been discovered ploughed (since it was covered in weeds) - excluding a 30 metre by 30 metre area
centred on the point where the mandible had been discovered, which was left untouched. This field
was ploughed in early May.
On May 25, 1993 Museum personnel carried out visual surface survey of the ploughed field
surrounding the location where the mandible had been found (Figure 1). No human bone was
discovered. Numerous butchered animal bones were scattered across the field, as an abattoir had once
been located on the property. Artifacts including a projectile point, chert flakes, ceramic sherds, and
an anvil stone, were also discovered across a small knoll in the ploughed field; these were mapped
as 37 stations with a transit and stadia from a datum established at the surveyor's iron bar where the
human mandible had been found. These artifacts comprise part of the Wild Daisies site (AfHh-198),
which was later further investigated through controlled surface collection and the excavation of three
one metre test squares.
Museum personnel also visually examined the 30 metre by 30 metre area of weeds around the area
where the mandible had been found, and recovered a few pieces of human bone (as well as some
recent groundhog bones) lying on the surface.
A datum was established at the surveyor's iron bar which had been installed at the location where Mr.
Wilson had found the mandible and where Mr. Ferris had reburied that mandible. Museum personnel
then set in a grid of one metre squares and excavated a total of nine one metre squares centred on the
iron bar. The plough'disturbed topsoil was removed by hand shovel and sieved through a hanging
screen with 6 mm mesh. Small quantities of human bone were found in the plough zone (0 to 25 cm)
in each of the nine excavated squares. Discovered in the centre of the excavated area was an ovate
pit 70 cm long (north-south) by 50 cm wide (east-west) extending only 10 cm deep into the subsoil,
containing the in situ skeletal remains of a single individual buried on the left side in a tightly flexed
position. The head was oriented to the south, with the arms folded across the body and the legs drawn
up under the chin. Portions of the right side of the body, and the upper cranium, were impacted by
previous ploughing, and some of these fragments were those recovered in the plough zone of the
excavated squares and on the surface. The mandible which Mr. Wilson had found and which Mr.
Ferris had reburied, was relocated in the plough zone 60 cm southeast of the surveyor's iron bar.
There were no artifacts specifically associated with the burial. However, during excavation of one of
the one metre squares, a single chert flake was recovered. This flake is a piece of heat-altered
Onondaga chert, 16.1 mm long, 15.5 mm wide and 5.4 mm thick.
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Figure l:Map of Sites Showing Surface Finds, Excavated Units and Burial Location.

By Thursday May 27 Museum personnel had exposed what was believed to be a sufficient area to
determine that there was only one individual buried at this location, and exposed what was believed
to be enough of the single interment to ascertain it was a prehistoric Native. Preliminary in-the-field
observations which led to the conclusion this was a prehistoric Native interment included the
following: shovel-shaped incisors; teeth worn smooth and flat, with numerous caries; interment in a
tightly flexed position within a shallow pit; presence of minor quantities of charcoal; and presence of
two fish vertebra among the human skeletal remains. All skeletal remains encountered below the
disturbed plough zone were left in situ. A sketch map of the burial was made, and numerous
photographs (colour prints and colour slides) were taken, most of which included a trowel pointing
north for scale and direction.
[During the course of the above noted fieldwork, the site was frequented by a flock of 15 to 20
mourning doves, and Museum personnel began to refer to this as the Mourning Dove site.]

SECURING PERMISSION FOR EXCAVATION
On May 27, Museum personnel made a series of phone calls as required under The Cemeteries Act,
(Revised) (Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1990, Chapter C.4, and Regulations) for the discovery of
human skeletal remains; modern technology permitted us to make these calls from the field on a
cellular phone. First, Mr. Ferris of the Ministry of Culture and Communications (Southwest Region
office, London) was advised of the discovery, and he confirmed that the nearest Native band council
that was to be contacted was Onoyota'a:ka. Mr. Ferris advised that, if Onoyota'a:ka permitted
excavation of the burial, the skeletal remains could be reburied in a cemetery recently established by
the City of London (in consultation with Onoyota'a:kd) in the Meadowlily Woods area of London
(Commissioners Road at Meadowlily Road).
We then phoned the Onoyota'a:ka office and spoke with Administrative Assistant Ms. Cheryl White.
We outlined the discovery and she said the person we needed to talk to was Executive Administrator
Ms. Lois Cornelius; Ms. Cornelius was out of the office until Monday May 31.
We then phoned the Registrar, Cemeteries Regulation, Ministry of Consumer and Commercial
Relations, Toronto and outlined the above noted information. He advised us regarding the proper
procedures to follow (i.e. notification of Ministry of Culture, nearest Native band office, police,
coroner) and requested that we FAX him a summary report once all of these had been notified. He
said once he reviewed our summary report he would probably declare the burial to be an "irregular
burial site" as defined by The Cemeteries Act.
We next phoned the City of London Police (Sgt. Carter, Criminal Investigation Branch) and outlined
the discovery; he said he'd send an officer out to the site within an hour. Sgt. Carter phoned back to
say the area where the site is was still under the jurisdiction of the OPP, that he had phoned the OPP
on our behalf, and that the OPP would be sending an officer out. [Note: the site is located just outside
of the village of Hyde Park, annexed by the City of London on January 1, 1993; however, police
matters in the newly annexed areas remained the jurisdiction of the OPP (London Detachment) until
September 1993.]
Within one-half hour, Detective Constable J.M. (Jeff) Gray, Criminal Investigation Unit, Ontario
Provincial Police visited the site, accompanied by another OPP officer. We outlined events to date
and showed them the in situ skeletal remains. They concurred that the police had no further interest
in the matter, and left.
Finally, we phoned Dr. Keith Johnston, Regional Coroner, Ministry of the Solicitor General, London.
Within one hour Dr. Johnston visited the site, and we outlined events to date and showed him the in
situ skeletal remains. He concurred that his office had no direct interest in the matter and that the
Museum had to date followed all proper procedures. Dr. Johnston then issued two forms: an "Invoice
for Transportation of Dead Body" to authorize transportation of skeletal remains, and a "Warrant to
Bury the Body of a Deceased Person" to be used if and when the skeletal remains were re-interred.

On the afternoon of May 27 Museum personnel placed four wooden stakes outside of and around the
perimeter of the in situ skeletal remains and draped a large canvas tarpaulin over these, placing some
dirt along the edges of the tarpaulin to keep it from blowing away in the wind, and left the site.
On Monday May 31, 9:10 A.M. we again phoned the Onoyota'a:ka office and asked to speak with
Executive Administrator Lois Cornelius. We were told she would not be in the office until 1:00 P.M.
We asked to speak with Administrative Assistant Cheryl White and were informed she was on
holidays this week. We said we'd phone back at 1:00 P.M.
At 1:00 P.M. we again phoned the band office. Ms. Cornelius was not in yet. We phoned again at
2:00 P.M, and Ms. Cornelius was busy; we left a message for her to phone the Museum. She phoned
at 2:18 P.M. and we outlined the discovery. She said she would talk it over with other Onoyota'a:ka
and phone us back. She indicated she was aware the City of London had established a cemetery for
the re-interment of Native skeletal remains, and that it would probably be best to excavate the skeletal
remains at the Mourning Dove site and re-inter them in that cemetery. We then made arrangements
to meet the following day at the Museum to discuss this matter.
On Tuesday June 1, a meeting was held at the Museum involving Ms. Cornelius and Mr. Terry Elijah
from Onoyota'a:ka, Mr. Henry Komarek and Mr. Kim Donovan from Matthews Group Limited, and
Robert J. Pearce and Karen Mattila from the Museum. All of the above noted facts concerning the
discovery and fieldwork to date were reviewed, and it was concluded that Ms. Cornelius would
attempt to contact Mr. Ray John; Mr. John is an elder who had previously been involved with the
accidental discovery of Native skeletal remains in London (the Orkney Crescent ossuary, site AgHh77, in 1988-1989). At the conclusion of that meeting, we prepared a brief summary report of events
to date and sent it (on June 2) to the Registrar, Cemeteries Regulation. The summary report noted
that the Museum was awaiting contact from Mr. John to decide on a future course of action.
On June 4, to ensure that the burial remained undisturbed and to prepare for the anticipated
exhumation, Pearce, Spence and Mattila went to the site and removed the tarpaulin covering the
skeleton. There were some indications of limited recent disturbance by a small mammal, in that a few
small bones had been displaced; a ground hog had burrowed into the edge of excavation 1.5m north
of the burial. However, the skeleton was as it had been left on May 27. Further notes were made on
its position and a few displaced elements were briefly examined, but were not removed from the site.
The right fibula was measured for stature estimation, and age estimates were made on a rib fragment
and an incomplete symphysis pubis. Few other observations were possible without disturbing the
bones, so the skeleton was covered again and left as it was found.
The displaced bone that had been recovered in May from the surface of the area and the ploughdisturbed upper soil zones of the excavated squares was then given to Spence, so that he could
separate the human from the animal bone and confirm the field identification of the skeleton as
prehistoric Native. The human elements in this collection of material included the mandible originally
found on the surface by Mr. Wilson, and several other elements which, because of the body's position,
had been displaced into the topsoil by the plough: the long bones of the right arm, the right scapula,

both clavicles, the cervical vertebrae, a few cranial fragments, 13 teeth, part of the right innominate,
the right femur, and 13 phalanges of the hands and feet. Spence made a number of observations,
including some long bone measurements, some non-metric traits, dental pathology and age estimation
based on the auricular surface of the right ilium. Although no definitive racial identification was
possible, the field identification as prehistoric Native was supported by the general condition of the
bone, the characteristics of the molars, and dental pathology.
Subsequently the Museum made several attempts to contact Mr. John and other Onoyota'a:ka
including Chief Al Day, to arrange permission to proceed with excavation of the burial. By August
18, the Onoyota'a:ka had requested that their traditional elder and "faith keeper" Howard Elijah
coordinate activities with the Museum. A meeting was scheduled to be held at the Museum on
August 18, to be attended by Howard Elijah and Museum personnel, to discuss the site, but Mr.
Elijah was unable to attend. During subsequent phone calls with Mr. Elijah, he indicated that it would
be necessary to wait until certain seasonal events and ceremonies observed and practiced by the
Onoyota'a:ka had taken place until the Mourning Dove burial could be addressed. Finally,
arrangements were made with Mr. Elijah to excavate the burial on Tuesday November 9.
In the June 1 meeting, and again during several phone conversations, the Museum indicated that it
wished to have Spence assist with the excavation, and requested that he be permitted time to carry
out minimal analysis at the University of Western Ontario of whatever skeletal remains were
excavated. Spence also spoke directly with Mr. Howard Elijah on the telephone regarding this topic.
In those conversations, Museum personnel and Spence outlined the rationale for carrying out such
an analysis. Mr. Elijah said he would seek advice from his fellow Onoyota'a:ka on this matter.

EXCAVATION
On Tuesday November 9, 1993 Spence, Pearce and Mattila, and Onoyota'a:ka representatives
Howard Elijah and Paul Rodarte, met at the Mourning Dove site. We removed the canvas tarpaulin
which had covered the burial since May 27 and June 4, and observed that the skeletal remains
remained in situ as they had been left since May 27 and June 4.
Mr. Howard Elijah outlined some Onoyota'a:ka beliefs in death and burial, and stated they would not
grant permission for Spence, or anyone else, to conduct an analysis of the skeletal remains. However,
he agreed to permit Spence to make whatever non-invasive observations that he could during the
course of exhumation. Mr. Elijah and Mr. Rodarte then performed a brief ceremony, reciting words
in their native language and burning tobacco, and authorized Spence, Pearce and Mattila to excavate
the burial. Spence made some notes and basic observations regarding position and characteristics of
specific skeletal elements. These observations were necessarily quite limited, given the lack of proper
equipment, the time constraint and our inability to clean or reconstruct the bones. However, we
respected the wishes of the Onoyota'a:ka and undertook no detailed analysis. All of the in situ
skeletal remains were removed in a two hour period and placed in a single cardboard box. The final
skeletal element to be physically removed was the pelvis, which Spence was allowed to visually

examine. He confirmed at that point that the skeletal remains represented a single individual, a middle
aged male.
Once the skeletal remains had been excavated, the loose dirt from within and around the burial was
sieved through a portable screen with 6 mm mesh; a few very small bone fragments, as well as what
appeared to have been two or three small fish bones, were recovered, and placed in the box. The
plough-displaced human bone fragments and teeth that had earlier been recovered from the surface
and from the plough zone during the May excavation were also added to the box, so that it now
contained all of the Mourning Dove skeleton that was found. Also recovered from the grave were
several pieces of charcoal, which the Museum retained. We then gave the box to Mr. Elijah, and he
and Mr. Rodarte left with the box; Spence, Pearce and Mattila packed up the tools used to excavate
the burial, and left the site.

INTERPRETATION
The Mourning Dove site (AfHh-197) was a single burial, the interment of a prehistoric Native
individual in a tightly flexed position within a purposefully dug, but very shallow, pit measuring 70
cm (north-south) by 50 cm (east-west). Portions of the interment had previously been impacted by
ploughing of the field containing the site, and small quantities of human bone from the single burial
were scattered on the surface and in the plough zone of the one metre squares adjoining the burial
pit.
The interment consisted of a single individual lying on the left side in a tightly flexed position,
oriented along a north-south axis with the head to the south and the body facing west. The legs were
drawn up to the chest, the left arm was tightly folded across the chest and the right arm (displaced
by the plough) appears to have been more loosely flexed. Based on limited lab and field observations
(including the auricular area of the ilium), it was concluded the individual interred at this location was
an adult male aged 35 to 40 years. Had permission been granted to undertake a proper analysis, it
would have been possible to determine a great deal more information regarding the age, sex, health
and physical characteristics of this individual.
Although it can be reasonably concluded that the burial was prehistoric, an estimate of its cultural
period and affiliation cannot yet be determined. The extent of dental caries suggests an agricultural
diet, indicating a Late Woodland date. It was noted above that some charcoal was recovered from
within the context of the burial, and it may be possible to obtain a radiocarbon date from that
charcoal. It can also be noted that the centre of the Wild Daisies site, a prehistoric Neutral cabin site
believed to date circa A.D. 1500, is located only 65 metres northeast of the Mourning Dove burial.
It is therefore possible that the Mourning Dove burial was related to and contemporaneous with the
Wild Daisies site.
If the assumption that the Mourning Dove burial was in some way related to the Wild Daisies site is
correct, then valuable new information has been obtained concerning prehistoric Neutral burial

practices. Previously, it was known that a relatively small number of individuals had been buried as
single, primary interments and multiple, primary interments within village sites such as Lawson
(Wintemberg 1939: 57-58). Also, it is possible that the small, "ossuary" type burial pit at the Orkney
Crescent site (AgHh-77), which perhaps had portions of 20 or more individuals placed in a mass
secondary interment, dates to the prehistoric Neutral period. However, this site was excavated by
the Onoyota'a:ka and the remains have not been examined in detail. Aside from those burials, little
was known about prehistoric Neutral burial practices in the London area. Now, with data from
Mourning Dove, it is possible to speculate that there may be numerous single, primary interments
scattered across the landscape at random locations, or specifically surrounding cabin sites.
Further information on this matter, and on the biological characteristics of the skeletons, should be
welcome to the Onoyota'a:ka and other Native groups in the area who are charged with the
responsibility of dealing with prehistoric skeletal remains. We may eventually be able to predict where
burials are likely to be found, and so reduce the risk of inadvertent damage or loss. It may also be
possible to assign isolated skeletons like Mourning Dove, and secondary mass burials like Orkney
Crescent, to a particular prehistoric group and thus offer advice on the culturally appropriate method
ofreburial.

POSTSCRIPT
Immediately following the excavation of Mourning Dove, Spence prepared a one page preliminary
report (Spence 1993 a) and Pearce prepared a report (Pearce 1993), both of which were submitted
to Cemeteries Regulation. Cemeteries Regulation formally acknowledged receipt of these, and
formally declared the site to be an "irregular burial site" as defined in The Cemeteries Act (letter dated
December 16, 1993). As is always his policy, Spence later prepared a full report on the burial in two
versions: a technical version, aimed at an audience of archaeologists and biological anthropologists
and presenting the raw data in full (Spence 1993b), and a general version, without the scientific
jargon and detailed data, intended to make the find and its interpretation available to a wider audience
(Spence 1993c). Both versions were distributed together to Mr. Elijah, the Onoyota'a:ka office, the
Chippewa on the Thames office, the Ministry of Culture, Tourism and Recreation, Cemeteries
Regulation and other interested parties.
Cemeteries Regulation also requested clarification, from the Museum, Matthews Group Limited and
Onoyota'a:ka, on the disposition of the remains. We informed Cemeteries Regulation that the City
of London in consultation with Onoyota'a:ka had earlier established a formal cemetery in the
Meadowlily Woods area in southeast London for the reburial of the skeletal remains from Orkney
Crescent, and that we assumed the Mourning Dove skeletal remains would be reburied there.
(Cemeteries Regulation was apparently unaware that the cemetery for reburial had been established,
and had to phone the City of London to ascertain its location and status.) For some time, to the best
of our knowledge, the skeletal remains from both Orkney Crescent and Mourning Dove were still in
the possession of the Onoyota'a:ka. However, we have learned Mourning Dove has now been
reburied in the special little London cemetery for unearthed native remains, in a traditional ceremony.

I
Throughout this article we have discussed only the facts as we know them, and not offered personnel
opinions about those facts. In fairness to the Onoyota'a:ka, we wish to indicate that in the fall of
1993 additional burials were discovered by the London Museum of Archaeology, on the Praying
Mantis site (AfHi-178) in the Byron area of southwest London. This is a Glen Meyer period
component 0.23 ha in size, consisting of at least three longhouses surrounded by palisade rows
varying from one to three in number. In this instance, Onoyota'a:ka permitted the Museum, with
assistance from Spence, to excavate two burial features. The Onoyota'a:ka also granted permission
for Spence to carry out analysis of the skeletal remains, which has been completed.
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